
Date _____________ Name _____________________________ 

PLANT HOW ITS SEEDS ARE DISPERSED 
(circle one!) 

Oak 

 

WIND            ANIMAL            EXPLOSIVE         

WATER                    FIRE 

Maple 

 

WIND            ANIMAL            EXPLOSIVE         
WATER                    FIRE 

Dandelion 

 

WIND            ANIMAL            EXPLOSIVE         

WATER                    FIRE 

Pea 

 

WIND            ANIMAL            EXPLOSIVE         

WATER                    FIRE 

Goosegrass 

 

WIND            ANIMAL            EXPLOSIVE         

WATER                    FIRE 

Milkweed 
 

 

WIND            ANIMAL          EXPLOSIVE        

WATER                    FIRE 

Coconut 
WIND            ANIMAL            EXPLOSIVE         

WATER                    FIRE 

Pine 

 

WIND            ANIMAL            EXPLOSIVE         

WATER                    FIRE 



Date _____________  Name: TEACHER’S COPY 

PLANT HOW ITS SEEDS ARE DISPERSED 

Oak

 

Squirrels collect them and bury them. They forget where they 
have buried them and they begin to grow. ANIMAL.  

Maple

 

The seeds is too heavy to fly in the wind by itself so it has a 
wing to help it spin like a helicopter in the wind. WIND.  

Dandelion

 

The seed is small but too heavy to fly on its own, so it has tufts 
of hair that act like a parachute to help it to fly away from the 
parent plant. WIND.  

Pea

 

The peapod dries out and as it dries, there is tension in the 
pod, which eventually pops open, catapulting the seeds far 
away from the parent plant. EXPLOSIVE. 

Goosegrass

 

Goose grass has tiny hooks which help it to attach to animals’ 
fur. The animal walks away from the parent plant and the seeds 
drop off far away from the parent. ANIMAL.  

Milkweed 

 

The seed is small but too heavy to fly on its own, so it has tufts 
of hair that act like a parachute to help it to fly away from the 
parent plant. WIND.  

Coconut

 

Coconuts that we see are only the seed. When the coconut falls 
from the tree it is surrounded by a large, light fruit which helps 
it to float. The fruit falls from the tree onto the beach, and is 
washed away by the tide to another beach or even another 
island. WATER.  

Pine 

 

Jack Pine is a resinous pine cone that requires fire to spread it 
seeds. Resin is a sticky, wax that holds the seeds in the cone, 
but it melts and releases them in the heat of the fire. FIRE.  



DESIGN A 

NEW SEED 
 

A seed that flies! A seed that floats! A 

seed that explodes! A seed that does it all? 
   


